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1. Introduction

One of the major objects of enumerative geometry is to determine the characteristic
numbers for families of plane curves. A characteristic number counts the number
of curves in a family that pass through� given points and touch� given lines,
where�+� equals the dimension of the family. For families of plane cubic curves
these numbers were first found by Maillard and Zeuthen in the early 1870’s, but
their methods were based on assumptions that were not rigorously justified.

More than a century went by before these numbers were confirmed. Kleiman
and Speiser [8, 9, 10] and Aluffi [1, 2] both compute the characteristic numbers
for smooth, nodal and cuspidal cubics, but by very different means. Kleiman and
Speiser’s works are based on the classical degeneration method of Maillard and
Zeuthen. They specialize their family to more degenerate ones and then use the
numbers already obtained for the special families. In this way the characteristic
numbers for smooth cubics depend on the numbers for nodal cubics, which in turn
depend on the numbers for cuspidal cubics.

Aluffi’s method is more direct. By a sequence of five blow-ups ofP9 he con-
structs a variety of complete cubics. The characteristic numbers for smooth cubics
are then obtained by intersecting certain divisors on this variety. By a closer exam-
ination of the space parametrizing the singular cubics, Aluffi also obtains the
characteristic numbers for nodal and cuspidal cubics.

These papers, like most other papers on enumerative geometry, assume that the
characteristic is different from 2 and 3. One exception is Vainsencher’sConics
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in characteristic 2[11] determining the number 51 of conics tangent to 5 other,
assuming the characteristic is 2.

In this paper we will apply the method used by Aluffi [1] and Vainsencher
[11, 12] to construct a variety of complete plane cubics in characteristic 2. The
strategy is to blow up the parameter space along smooth centers until the proper
transforms of the line conditions no longer intersect. The technical difficulties of
this method is at each blow-up to determine the intersection of the line conditions
and to compute certain Segre classes. In characteristic 2, the intersection of the
line conditions has nonsingular support and is reduced at the general point. This
makes our case significantly less demanding than the characteristic 0 case, where
the intersection of the line conditions has more structure. In our case, two blow-ups
will suffice, giving a smooth space,B, of complete cubics which is relatively easy
to handle. The computation of the characteristic numbers follows the lines of Aluffi
and Vainsencher. In particular we will rely on Aluffi’s blow-up formula [1, Thm. II],
which relates intersection numbers before and after taking proper transforms.

2. Generalities about characteristic numbers

In this section, which is independent of the characteristic of the base fieldk, we
define the characteristic numbers and give their basic properties.

Intuitively, a characteristic numberN�;� for a familyR of plane curves is the
number of curves passing through� given points and properly tangent to� given
lines where�+� = dimR. (We call a tangent proper if it is tangent at a nonsingular
point. By just tangent we mean a line intersecting the curve with multiplicity at
least 2 at a point.) To determine these numbers it is convenient to work in the
Pn (n = 1

2d(d+ 3)) parametrizing all plane curves of degreed.

DEFINITION 2.1. A point conditionin Pn is a hyperplaneH parametrizing the
curves containing a given point. Aline conditionis a hypersurfaceM parametrizing
the curves tangent to a given line.

The following definition of characteristic numbers differs slightly from the intu-
itive one in that it may count curves with multiplicity greater than one. But as we
shall see, this need not be a big problem.

DEFINITION 2.2. SupposeR � Pn is an irreducible,r-dimensional subvariety
parametrizing a family of curves such that the generic curve is reduced and irre-
ducible. Suppose we have� points and� lines in general position, with�+� = r.
LetHi andMj be the corresponding point and line conditions inPn. We define the
characteristic numbersfor R to be

N�;� =
X
x2Q

m(x ;R �H1 � � � � �H� �M1 � � � � �M�);
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ENUMERATIVE GEOMETRY FOR PLANE CUBIC CURVES IN CHARACTERISTIC 2 125

whereQ = fx 2 Pn : Cx intersects the� lines only at smooth pointsg (Cx is
the curve corresponding tox), andm is the usual intersection multiplicity.N�;�

counts the weighted number of curves inR passing through the� points and
properly tangent to the� lines.

The following theorem shows that these numbers are well defined, and that
the curves counted by a given characteristic number all appear with the same
multiplicity.

THEOREM 2.3.LetR � Pn be an irreducible,r-dimensional family of generically
reduced and irreducible curves, and let� and� be nonnegative integers such that
�+ � = r.

(i) There exists an open dense subsetU � (P2)� � (�P
2
)� and nonnegative

integersN ande such that for each configuration of points and lines(p1; : : : ; p�;

l1; : : : ; l�) 2 U there are exactlyN different curves fromR passing through the�
points and properly tangent to the� lines, and such that the multiplicitym (in the
sense of Definition2:2) at each of theN curves ispe when the characteristic isp
and1 when the characteristic is0.

(ii) The multiplicitym = m(�) is a non-decreasing function of�.

Proof of (i). The existence ofU and N is well known and follows from
[5, Sect. 2]. It is also clear (same reference) that the numberN remains the same
whenR is replaced by any open subset ofR. We may then assume that all curves
in R are irreducible.

Let T � U �R be defined by

T = f(p1; : : : ; p�; l1; : : : ; l� ;x) : Cx

containspi and is properly tangent toljg
and letp andq be the projections fromT toU andR respectively. Letx 2 R be any
point. Thenq�1(x) is an open subset of(Cx)

� � (C_
x )

� � (P2)� � ( �P2)�. Since
Cx is irreducible, so is the dualC_

x . This shows that the fibreq�1(x) is irreducible
and it follows thatT is irreducible (sinceR is).

We know thatp is a generically finite surjective map of integral varieties. Lets

andm be the separable and inseparable degree ofp. Then it is well known ([11,
Sect. 7], is one reference) that the general fibre ofp hass distinct points, and the
multiplicity at each ism. ShrinkingU if necessary we have this statement for all
the fibres.

Finally, the argument given in the remark in [11, Sect. 7] shows that the mul-
tiplicity in the last paragraph coincides with the intersection theoretic one. (The
intersection-theoretic multiplicity can be obtained from an alternating sum of Tor’s.
Since the line conditions are smooth, and in particular Cohen-Macaulay, at the
points of intersection, all the higher Tor’s vanish.) 2
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The following two lemmas are used in [1] to prove the characteristic 0 version
of the above theorem. We will need the lemmas to prove the second part of the
theorem.

LEMMA 2.4. SupposeS � Pn is a curve parametrizing generically reduced and
irreducible curves, and letx 2 S be a general point. Then there exist at most
finitely many point conditionsHp tangent toS at x.

Proof. Let Tx be the tangent line toS at x, and supposeTx � Hp. Thenp is
contained in all the curves parametrized byTx. Clearly (since the curve parame-
trized byx is irreducible), only a finite number of suchp can exist. 2

LEMMA 2.5. SupposeR � Pn is an irreducible family of generically reduced
and irreducible curves. Then a general point condition will intersectR transver-
sally (by transversal we always mean that the scheme theoretical intersection has
no nonreduced components).

Proof. Since the set of pointsp such thatHp does not intersectR transversally
is closed, it is enough to show the existence of oneHp that does. Suppose that all
point conditions intersectR in a nonreduced component. Then the union of these
components will coverR. Let x 2 R be a general point, and letS � R be any
curve havingx as a smooth point. Since the set of point conditions is 2-dimensional
there will be infinitely many point conditions tangent toR atx. These will also be
tangent toS, contradicting Lemma 2.4. 2

Proof of Theorem2.3 (ii). LetH1; : : : ;H� andM1; : : : ;M� be general point and
line conditions inPn. We know that the points inR\H1\� � �\H�\M1\� � �\M�

counted byN�;� all appear with the same multiplicitym. If we remove one of the
point conditions, then by (2.5) the components containing these points will also
have multiplicitym. When these components are intersected with a line condition,
all the points in the new intersection must have multiplicity at leastm. 2

Remark. Note that the first part of this theorem seems to be a special case of
[5, Thm. 2]. The important difference is the definition of the characteristic num-
bers. While we intersect inPn, the characteristic numbers in [5] are defined by
intersections inIr �R whereI � P2� �P

2
is the incidence variety.

DEFINITION 2.6. With the same hypotheses as in Definition 2.2 we define the
total characteristic numbersfor R to be

��;� =
X

x2PNnL

m(x;R �H1 � � � � �H� �M1 � � � � �M�);
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whereL is the locus of the nonreduced curves.��;� is the weighted number of
reduced curves passing through the� points and tangent to the� lines (but not
necessarily at smooth points).

In order to compute the total characteristic numbers��;� (from which the
characteristic numbers will be deduced), we shall need the concept of a variety of
complete curves, which is defined as follows.

DEFINITION 2.7. A varietyB together with a surjective morphism�:B ! Pn is
called avariety of complete curvesif:

(1) � restricts to an isomorphism outside the locus,L, of nonreduced curves.
(2) The proper transforms of the line conditions inPn do not have a common

intersection inB.

PROPOSITION 2.8.SupposeB is a complete nonsingular variety of complete
curves of degreed. SupposeR � Pn is a subvariety parametrizing a family of
generically reduced and irreducible curves, and let~R be its proper transform in
B. Also, denote by~H and ~M the proper transforms of point and line conditions
respectively. Then the total characteristic numbers forR are given by

��;� =

Z
B
[ ~R][ ~H]�[ ~M ]� with �+ � = r = dimR:

Proof. Let H1; : : : ;H� andM1; : : : ;M� be general point and line conditions
in Pn, and letE = ��1(L). Since�:B ! Pn restricts to an isomorphism
BnE ~!PnnL it is sufficient to show that~R \ ~H1 \ � � � \ ~H� \ ~M1 \ � � � \ ~M�

does not intersectE. Since the general curve inR is reduced we can assume that
dim( ~R \E) 6 r � 1. The result follows if we can show that~Hi and ~Mj intersect
a given irreducible subvarietyV � B properly. (V andW intersect properly if
codim(V ) + codim(W ) = codim(V \W ).) The setfl 2 �P

2
: V � ~Mlg is closed,

and sinceB is a variety of complete curves this set is not all of�P
2
. It follows

that the general line condition does not containV , so the intersection is proper.
Similarly, we can show that~Hi intersects a givenV � B properly. 2

3. Generalities about cubics in characteristic 2

In this section we will discuss some elementary facts about plane cubic curves
in characteristic 2. It is essential to get information about the subvarieties ofP9

parametrizing special families of cubics.
From now on, and for the rest of the paper, we will assume that the characteristic

of the ground field is 2. The defining polynomial of a plane cubic curve will be
written in the following form
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128 ANDERS HØYER BERG

F (x; y; z) = ax3 + by3 + cz3 + dx2y + ex2z

+fxy2 + gy2z + hxz2 + iyz2 + jxyz:

Let V = f(p; l): l is tangent toCpg � P9 � �P
2
, and let�1 and�2 be the two

projections. Then the fibre��1
1 (p) is the ‘total dual’ ofCp (the union ofC_

p and
the possible multiple lines corresponding to each singularity ofC), and��1

2 (l) is
the line conditionMl.

LEMMA 3.1. If we usex; y and z as coordinates on�P
2
, we have the following

equation forV

(bc+ gi)x3 + (ac+ eh)y3 + (ab+ df)z3 + (cf + gh+ ij)x2y

+(fi+ bh+ gj)x2z + (cd+ ei+ hj)xy2 + (ai+ dh+ ej)y2z

+(dg + be+ fj)xz2 + (ag + ef + dj)yz2 + j2xyz = 0:

Proof. Assume�A
2
= �P

2nfy = 0g has affine coordinatesm = x=y andt = z=y

and letW = V \ (P9 � �A
2
). Let l 2 �A

2
be the line in�P

2
given byy = mx+ tz,

and letF (x; y; z) = 0 be the equation for a cubicCp. Now (p; l) 2 W if and only
if g(x; z) = F (x;mx+ tz; z) has multiple factors, and this happens exactly when
the discriminant�g(x;1) = 0. In characteristic 2 the discriminant of a cubic poly-
nomialax3+bx2+cx+d isad+bc. LettingF (x; y; z) = ax3+by3+ � � �+jxyz,
and computing�F (x;mx + t;1) we easily obtain (after some elementary, but
tedious computations) the equation forW , and the equation forV follows. 2

It should be well known that in characteristic 0 any nonsingular plane cubic can
be linearly transformed into one with equationx3 + y3 + z3 + txyz = 0. This
is also true in characteristic 2. See [4, Sect. 7.3] for a proof that works in all
characteristics different from 3. Note that in characteristic 2 the curveCt given by
x3 + y3 + z3 + txyz = 0 is singular if and only ift3 = 1.

LEMMA 3.2. The following holds for plane cubic curves in characteristic2:

(1) The dual of a nonsingular cubic is a nonsingular cubic.
(2) The dual of a nodal cubic is a nonsingular conic.
(3) The dual of a cuspidal cubic is a line. In particular, a cuspidal cubic is strange

(there is a point common to all the proper tangents).

Proof. (1) This can be checked onCt given byx3+y3+z3+txyz = 0 (t3 6= 1).
By Lemma 3.1 we see thatC_

t is given byx3 + y3 + z3 + t2xyz = 0 which is
nonsingular.

(2) It is an easy exercise to check that all nodal cubics are projectively equiva-
lent, so we only need to consider the nodal cubic given byx3 + y3 + xyz = 0. By
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(3.1) the dual curve isz2 + xy = 0 (we ignore the linez = 0 in �P
2

corresponding
to the node) which is a nonsingular conic.

(3) The dual of the cuspidal curvex3 + y2z = 0 is the liney = 0. The argu-
ments are similar to the nodal case. 2

Remark. In characteristic 0, it is well known that the dual of a nonsingular plane
curveC has degreed(d � 1), whered = degC. What happens in characteristic
2 is that the defining polynomial ofC_ reduces to the square of a polynomial of
degree1

2d(d� 1).

If Ct is a nonsingular cubic given byx3 + y3 + z3 + txyz = 0 we see from the
proof of the first part of the lemma that(C_

t )
_ = Ct4 so that in general biduality

does not hold. We have biduality only for a special class of cubics characterized by
the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 3.3.The following are equivalent for a nonsingular cubic
C � P2:

(1) C = (C_)_.
(2) C is projectively equivalent to the curve with equationx3 + y3 + z3 = 0.
(3) j = 0 in the equation for C.
(4) C has Hasse-invariant0.
(5) C hasj-invariant0.

Proof. (1), (2) is a trivial consequence of the fact that(C_
t )

_ = Ct4 whenCt

given byx3 + y3 + z3 + txyz = 0. If C � D (projective equivalence) andjD = 0
then it is easy to verify thatjC = 0, so we have(2), (3): (3), (4) is a special
case of [7, IV Prop. 4.21](4), (5) follows from [7, IV 4.23] (note to corollary).2

Remark. It can be shown that thej-invariant ofCt equalst12=(t3 + 1)3, which
gives another proof of(3) , (5). When we use the notationjC we do not mean
thej-invariant, but simply the coefficientj in an equation forC.

The cubics described in Proposition 3.3 we callj-curves. We next show that the
cuspidal cubics are degeneratej-curves. First we need some lemmas.

LEMMA 3.4. LetC be a cubic withjC = 0, and letH be the matrix

0
B@
a f h

d b i

e g c

1
CA :

Then:

(1) C is nonsingular, rk(H) = 3
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(2) C is singular and reduced, rk(H) = 2
(3) C is nonreduced, rk(H) = 1

Proof. The singular locus is precisely the set of points(x; y; z) such that all the
partial derivatives are zero, or equivalently:(x2; y2; z2) belongs to the nullspace of
H. The lemma now follows by elementary linear algebra. 2

LEMMA 3.5. Let C be a singular cubic. Then C is cuspidal(possibly degenerate)
if and only ifj = 0 in the equation for C.

Proof. Choose aB 2 PGL(3) mapping a singularity ofC to (0;0;1). Let
D = B(C) and introduce affine coordinatesx0 = x=z, y0 = y=z. The affine equa-
tion of D can be written asf(x0; y0) = 0. Letf = f3 + f2 + f1 + f0 wherefi is
homogeneous of degreei. SinceD is singular at(0;0) we havef1 = f0 = 0, and
f2 = eDx

02 + gDy
02 + jDx

0y0 is the equation of the tangent cone.D is cuspidal
exactly when the tangent cone is a double line, and that happens exactly when
jD = 0. Since by (3.3)jC = 0, jD = 0 the lemma follows. 2

PROPOSITION 3.6.A plane cubic curveC is cuspidal(possibly degenerate)
if and only ifdet(H) = j = 0.

Proof. If C is cuspidal, thenj = 0 by (3.5) and det(H) = 0 by (3.4).
det(H) = j = 0 implies thatC is singular by (3.4) and cuspidal by (3.5). 2

Let C be a non-degenerate cuspidal cubic given byF (x; y; z) = ax3 + by3 +
� � � + jxyz. By (3.4) we have that rk(H) = 2. It follows that the cofactor matrix,
cof(H), has rank 1, so that nonzero rows (resp. columns) of cof(H) define the
same point inP2.

cof(H) =

0
BB@
bc+ gi cd+ ei dg + be

cf + gh ac+ eh ag + ef

fi+ bh ai+ dh ab+ df

1
CCA :

LetP be the point defined by the columns, and letQ be the point defined by the
square root of the rows: If(�; �; ) 6= (0;0;0) is a row, thenQ = (

p
�;
p
�;
p
).

This is well defined since there is only one square root in characteristic 2.

PROPOSITION 3.7.LetC, P andQ be as above. ThenQ is the cusp ofC, andP
is the only flex of C. Also,P is a strange point, that is: every proper tangent ofC

containsP .
Proof. SupposeQ = (

p
bc+ gi;

p
cd+ ei;

p
dg + be) is given by the first row

of cof(H). Using that det(H) = 0 we easily see thatFx(Q) = Fy(Q) = Fz(Q) =
0, soQ must be the cusp ofC. Now the last part: The tangent at(u0; u1; u2) 2 C

is given by

(au2
0 + fu2

1 + hu2
2)x+ (du2

0 + bu2
1 + iu2

2)y + (eu2
0 + gu2

1 + cu2
2)z = 0
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or equivalently(x y z)H(u2
0 u

2
1 u2

2)
t = 0: We must show that this equation is

satisfied whenP = (x y z) is a column in cof(H) or a row in adj(H). But from
the identity(adjH)H = I det(H) = 0 we have that(x y z)H = 0, and the result
follows.

To prove thatP 2 C just note thatF = (x y z)H(x2 y2 z2)t and use the same
argument. If the tangent atP meets the curve at another pointS, then (sinceP is
a strange point) this tangent would be a bitangent which is impossible for cubics.
This proves thatP is a flex. The tangents at other nonsingular points all containP

so there cannot be more flexes. 2

The set ofj-curves (including degenerate curves) is parametrized byP8 when we to
a point(a; b; : : : ; i) in P8 associate the curve with equationax3+ by3+ � � �+ iyz2.
We have seen that the cuspidal cubics are parametrized by a hypersurface of degree
3 in P8.

PROPOSITION 3.8.The cuspidal cubics with cusp(resp. flex) on a given line are
parametrized by a6-fold of degree3 in P8.

Proof. Assume the line is given byx = 0. By the first part of (3.7) we find the
desired locus to be given bybc+ gi = cf + gh = fi+ bh = 0 which the computer
programMacaulaytells us has degree 3 and codimension 2 inP8. The case with
the flex is similar. 2

Let�: �P
2� �P

2 ! P9 be the map given by

�((a; b; c); (d; e; f)) = (ad; be; cf; ae; af; bd; bf; cd; ce;0);

(� is the Segre embedding on theP8 given byj = 0). We claim that the image of� is
exactlyL, the locus of the nonreduced curves. Indeed, the curvel2m 2 L can easily
be seen to be the image of((x2

0; y
2
0; z

2
0); (x1; y1; z1)) wherel = (x0; y0; z0) 2 �P

2

andm = (x1; y1; z1) 2 �P
2
. This shows that we have an isomorphismL ' �P

2� �P
2
.

Now,T � L, the locus of the triple lines, is isomorphic to�P
2
(l 2 �P

2
corresponds

to the triple linel3), and the mapi:T ! L is via these isomorphisms given by
i(l) = (l2; l) (the coordinates ofl2 2 �P

2
are the squares of the coordinates ofl).

Let j be the embeddingL! P9. We record for later use:

LEMMA 3.9. Leth1 andh2 denote the pullbacks of the hyperplane classes on the
factors ofL ' �P

2� �P
2
, and leth andt be the hyperplane classes onP9 andT ' �P

2

respectively. Thenj�h = h1 + h2, i�h1 = 2t andi�h2 = t. 2
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4. The two blow-ups

We now follow the strategy of blowing up the parameter space,P9, along nonsin-
gular varieties supported on the intersection of the line conditions, until we have a
variety of complete curves. This strategy was successfully employed by Aluffi in
[1], where five blow-ups were needed. We shall only need two blow-ups, and the
varieties and maps involved in this process appear in the following diagram

D B

S
?

- F
k
- E - B1

?

�2

�P
2
?

�

�
- T
?

q

i
- L
?

p

j
- P9:

?

�1

By Section 3 we know thatL is nonsingular, so that will be the centre for our
first blow-up.

4.1. The first blow-up. LetB1 be the blow-up ofP9 alongL, letN be the normal
bundle ofL in P9, and letE = P(N) be the exceptional divisor with maps as
shown in the diagram.

If H andM are point and line conditions onP9, denote by~H1 and ~M1 their prop-
er transforms inB1. (We reserve the notation~H and ~M for the proper transforms
in B.) We call ~H1 and ~M1 point and line conditions inB1.

To determine the intersection of the line conditions inB1 we need to examine
the tangent hyperplanes of the line conditions inP9.

LEMMA 4.1. LetMl be the line condition inP9 corresponding to the linel, and
let r 2 Ml be a cubic not containingl. SupposeCr is tangent tol at p and thatq
is the other point of intersection.

(1) If p 6= q the tangent hyperplane ofMl at r equals the linear span ofXp and
Yq, whereXp is the cubics tangent tol at p andYq is the cubics throughq and
tangent tol at another point.

(2) If p = q the tangent hyperplane ofMl at r equals the point conditionHp.

Proof. Assume thatl is given byx = 0, and thatCr is tangent tol atq = (0;1;0)
and also meetsl atp = (0;0;1). This means thatb = c = g = 0 in the equation for
Cr. We know from the beginning of Section 3 thatMl is given bybc+ gi = 0, and
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a simple computation shows that the tangent hyperplane ofMl atCr is given by
g = 0.Xp (b = g = 0) andYq (c = g = 0) are both contained in this hyperplane,
and (1) follows. (2) follows by a similar argument(Hp is given byb = 0). 2

LEMMA 4.2.

(1) Supposex 2 T corresponds to the linel. The intersection of the tangent
hyperplanes of the line conditions atx is 5-dimensional and consists of the
cubics havingl as a component.

(2) If x 2 LnT , the intersection of the tangent hyperplanes of the line conditions
at x is 4-dimensional and thus equals the tangent space ofL at x.

(3) The tangent space ofL at a triple line l3 consists of the cubics havingl and a
touching conic as components.

Proof. (1) follows directly from the second part of Lemma 4.1. To prove (2) one
needs to compute (using the first part of 4.1) tangent hyperplanes to 5 sufficiently
general line conditions at a pointx 2 LnT . For (3) assumel is given byx = 0.
Then the triple linel3 corresponds to the point(1;0; : : : ;0) 2 P9. By (3.4) we know
thatL � P9 is given byj = 0 and rkH = 1. A simple computation shows that the
tangent space ofL atl3 is given byb = c = g = i = j = 0 and the result follows.2

PROPOSITION 4.3.The intersectionS of the line conditions inB1 is a 2-
dimensional subvariety ofE. More precisely,S = P(L), whereL is a sub line
bundle ofi�N .

Proof. Obviously,S must be contained in the exceptional divisorE. Also, since
the intersection of the line conditions is ‘sufficiently transversal’ at points inL

outsideT (the second part of Lemma 4.2) the line conditions~M in B1 can only
intersect in the fibres overT .

Let v3: �P
2 ! P9 be the compositionj � i, sending a linel to the point corre-

sponding to the triple linel3. (This is the third Veronese embedding of�P
2

projected
into the hyperplanej = 0.) Similarly, we letv2: �P

2 ! P5 be the map sendingl to
l2, whereP5 parametrizes the conics.

We have the following exact sequences of vector bundles onT ' �P
2
= P( �Q)

0! OP2 ! Sym3 �Q
O(3)! v�3TP9 ! 0;

0! OP2 ! Sym2 �Q
O(2)! v�2TP5 ! 0;

0! i�TL
f! v�3TP9 ! i�N ! 0:

The first two are the pullbacks of the Euler sequences onP(Sym3 �Q)andP(Sym2 �Q),
and the last is the pullback fromL of the standard sequence relating the normal
bundle with the tangent bundles. From the composition

Sym2 �Q
O(�1)! Sym2 �Q
 �Q! Sym3 �Q;
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we get (by tensoring withO(3)) an induced mapv�2TP5 ! v�3TP9. In the fiber over
l3 2 T the image of this map can be identified with the cubics containingl. By
the third part of (4.2) we see that the mapf in the third sequence above factors
throughv�2TP5. The quotientL = v�2TP5=i�TL is then a sub line bundle ofi�N .
ThatS = P(L) can now be checked at each fibre using Lemma 4.2 (1). 2

4.2. The second blow-up. Let B be the blow-up ofB1 alongS, and letD be
the exceptional divisor. To show that the intersection of the line conditions on
B is empty, we will introduce local coordinates onB1 and compute the tangent
hyperplanes of the line conditions there.

Let U � P9 be the open set wherea = 1. Affine coordinates forU are then
(b; c; d; e; f; g; h; i; j), and affine equations forL are

b+ df = 0; c+ eh = 0; g + ef = 0; i+ dh = 0; j = 0:

We may now choose affine coordinates(�b; �c; �d; �e; �f; �g; �h;�i; �j) on an openV � B1

such that

�b�j = b+ df; �d = d; �j = j:

�g�j = g + ef; �e = e;

�c�j = c+ eh; �f = f;

�i�j = i+ dh; �h = h;

Now �j = 0 is the exceptional divisor, and(�b; �c; �g;�i) are coordinates for a fiber in
E. Let l be the line given byx + �y + �z = 0, and letMl be the corresponding
line condition onP9. One may now calculate the equation of~Ml in V , which turns
out to be

det

0
BB@

�j �f + �2 �h+ �2

�d+ � �b �i+ �

�e+ � �g + � �c

1
CCA = 0:

SinceO = (0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0) 2 V obviously lies on all the line conditions,
we haveO 2 S. We need to show that the intersection of the tangent hyperplanes
of the line conditions atO equals the tangent plane ofS atO. By expanding the
above determinant we find thatTO ~Ml is given by

���j + �2 �f + �2�h+ ��2( �d+ �g) + �3�b+ �2�(�e+�i) + �3�c = 0:

The intersection of these planes as� and� varies((�; �) 6= (0;0)) is given by

�b = �c = �f = �h = �j = 0; �d = �g; �e = �i;
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which is 2-dimensional and thus equal toTOS. This proves that the intersection of
the line conditions onB is empty. In other words

THEOREM 4.4.The varietyB, obtained by the sequence of two blow-ups ofP9,
is a variety of complete cubics. 2

5. The intersection ring ofB

The first aim of this section is to give a complete multiplication table of the divisor
classes onB. Our main tool will be the following intersection formula.

LEMMA 5.1. SupposeL � V are nonsingular varieties of dimensionsl andn. Let
~V be the blowup ofV alongL, and letE be the exceptional divisor with maps as
shown in the diagram

E
j
- ~V

L

p

?

i
- V:
?

�

Suppose further thatN is the normal bundle ofL in V with total Segre classs(N).
Assume� > 1, and letx 2 A�(V ) be the class of a�-dimensional cycle onV .
Then the following formula holds.Z

~V
[E]� � ��x = (�1)��1

Z
L
s(N) � i�x:

Proof. Recall thatj�[E] = c1OE(�1) and thats(N) = �r>0p�c1OE(1)r by
definition. Now we haveZ

~V
[E]� � ��x =

Z
E
(j�[E])��1 � j���x =

Z
E
(c1O(�1))��1 � p�i�x

= (�1)��1
Z
L
s(N) � i�x

where the last equality is by the projection formula. 2

In view of this lemma, what we need in order to compute intersection numbers on
B are the total Segre classes of the normal bundlesNL=P9 andNS=B1

. Let h1 and

h2 be the pullbacks of the hyperplane classes of each of the factors ofL ' �P
2� �P

2
,

and lett be the class of a line onS ' �P
2
.
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First we will examine the embeddingf of S in B1. Let e = [E] be the class of
the exceptional divisor inB1. We would like to know the pullback ofe by f . We
know thate pulls back toc1O(�1) onE = P(NL=P9) and then also toc1O(�1)
onS = P(L). But sinceL is a line bundle,OS(�1) = L. It follows that

f�e = c1L = c1(v
�
2TP5=i�TL) = v�2c1(TP5)� i�c1(TL)

= v�2(6h)� i�(3h1 + 3h2) = 12t� 9t = 3t:

PROPOSITION 5.2.

(NL=P9) = 1� 7h1 � 7h2 + 28h2
1 + 28h2

2 + 59h1h2

�276h2
1h2 � 276h1h

2
2 + 1479h2

1h
2
2;

s(NS=B1
) = 1� 15t+ 120t2:

Proof. Recall thatL is the image of a Segre embedding,r, of �P2 � �P2 in a
hyperplane inP9. Then we have

c(NL=P9) =
r�c(TP9)

c(T
�P2�

�P2)
=

(1+ h1 + h2)
10

(1+ h1)3(1+ h2)3
;

s(NL=P9) = c(NL=P9)�1 can now be obtained by expanding and inverting the
above expression.

The second part is more complicated. The following exact sequence of vector
bundles onE is well known [6, Lem. 15.4]

0! OE ! p�NL=P9 
O(1)! TE ! p�TL ! 0:

The total Chern class of the tensor product is given by (see [6, Remark 3.2.3])

c(p�NL=P9 
O(1)) =
5X
i=0

c(O(1))5�ici(NL=P9)

= (1� e)5 + (1� e)4(7h1 + 7h2)

+(1� e)3(21h2
1 + 21h2

2 + 39h1h2) + � � � :
Restricting toF = ��1(T ) we get (recall thath1 andh2 pull back to 2t and t
respectively)

k�c(TE) = c(q�i�TL)c(q
�i�NL=P9 
O(1))

= (1+ 2t)3(1+ t)3(1+ 21t� 5e+ 183t2� 84te+ 10e2 + � � �)

= 1+ 30t� 5e+ 405t2� 129te+ 10e2 + � � � ;
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which pulls back onS to 1+15t+108t2 (remember thate pulls back to 3t). Finally
we have (we omit the pullbacks)

c(NS=B1
) =

c(TB1)

c(TS)
=
c(NE=B1

)c(TE)

c(TS)

=
(1+ e)(1+ 15t+ 108t2)

(1+ t)3
= 1+ 15t+ 105t2

and the result follows by inverting this expression. 2

Denote byd = [D] the class of the exceptional divisor of the second blow-up.
Also, denote bye andh the classes of the pullbacks toB of [E] and[H] respec-
tively. We omit pullback and integral signs when no confusion is likely to occur.

PROPOSITION 5.3.The group of divisor classes onB is generated byd, e andh,
and the multiplication table is as follows(all other terms are zero)

e9 = 1479; d9 = 120;

he8 = 552; d8e = d8h = 45;

h2e7 = 174; d7e2 = d7eh = d7h2 = 9;

h3e6 = 42;

h4e5 = 6; h9 = 1:

Proof. The first assertion follows from the general theory of blowing-up [6,
Sect. 6.7], and the numbers can be computed using (5.1) and (5.2) above. For
example

h2e7 =

Z
B
��2�

�
1[H]2��2[E]

7 =

Z
B1

��1[H]2[E]7

=

Z
L
s(NL=P9)(h1 + h2)

2

=

Z
L
(28h2

1 + 28h2
2 + 59h1h2)(h

2
1 + h2

2 + 2h1h2)

= 28+ 28+ 118= 174;

where the last ‘integral’ was evaluated using thath2
1h

2
2 = 1 andh3

i = 0 inA(L).2

SupposeW � P9 is a hypersurface. The proper transforms ofW in B andB1

will be denoted by~W and ~W1 respectively. We shall need a formula for computing
[ ~W ] 2 A1(B) in terms ofh, e andd. The following lemma follows directly from
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the general theory of blowing-up [6, Sect. 6.7].

LEMMA 5.4. Letm1 be the multiplicity ofW alongL, and letm2 be the multiplicity
of ~W1 alongS. Then

[ ~W ] = (degW )h�m1e�m2d

in A1(B): 2

We shall also need to compute the classes of proper transforms of subvarieties of
higher codimension. This can be done with Fulton’s blow-up formula [6, Th. 6.7],
but for our purposes it is more convenient to use a different version (Theorem 5.5
below).

LetV be a nonsingular variety,L a nonsingular closed subvariety, and letX be
any pure-dimensional subscheme ofV . Define the full intersection class ofX by
L in V by

L �X = c(NL=V ) \ s(L \X;X):

Note that ifX has codimension 1 inV , L � X = �X(L) + i�[X] where�X(L)
is the multiplicity ofX alongL (see [1, Sect. 2]). Applied to our first blow-up we
have for example

L �H = h1 + h2;

L �M = 1+ 2h1 + 2h2:

Another convenient result is thatL�X = X�Lwhen bothL andX are nonsingular
[2, Lem. A.1].

THEOREM 5.5. [1, Thm. II].Suppose that~V is the blowup ofV alongLas in(5:1),
and thatX1; : : : ;Xr are pure-dimensional subschemes ofV whose codimensions
add to the dimension ofV . Then the following formula holds.Z

~V
[ ~X1] � � � � � [ ~Xr] =

Z
V
[X1] � � � � � [Xr]�

Z
L

Q
(L �Xv)

c(NL=V )
:

Proof. Details may be found in [1]. 2

6. Characteristic numbers of nonsingular cubics

We will now determine the characteristic numbersN�;� for the family of all
nonsingular cubics. By (2.8) this amounts to compute the intersections[ ~H]�[ ~M ]�

in A(B). The following lemma is an application of (5.4).

LEMMA 6.1. In the intersection ringA(B) we have the following relations:
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(1) [ ~H] = h:

(2) [ ~M ] = 2h� e� d:

Proof. (1) is obvious asL is not contained in any point condition. From (3.1)
we know thatbc + gi = 0 is the equation for the line condition corresponding to
the linex = 0. It follows thatM has degree 2 and is generically smooth alongL.
We also have that~M1 is generically smooth alongS (in Section 4.2 we computed
the tangent spaces of~M1 at points inS). Hence (2) follows from Lemma 5.4.2

By this lemma the characteristic numbers are given by

N�;� = h�(2h� e� d)� :

This can be evaluated by (5.3), and the result is:

THEOREM 6.2.The characteristic numbers for nonsingular cubic curves in char-
acteristic2 are

N9;0; N8;1; : : : ; N0;9 = 1;2;4;8;16;26;34;29;13;2;

where the last number,N0;9, counts one curve with multiplicity2, and the other
numbers count each curve once.

Proof. We only need to justify the multiplicities. Since by (2.3) all multiplicities
must be powers of 2, the second last number,N1;8 = 13, must count each curve
with multiplicity one. By the second part of (2.3) so must the 8 preceding numbers.

We will now show thatN0;9 only counts one curve. Assume thatC1 andC2 are
2 different nonsingular cubics tangent to 9 given lines in general position. The dual
curves,C_

1 andC_
2 , then contain the 9 corresponding points in�P

2
. Since there is

only one cubicD passing through the 9 given points, we must have thatC_
1 = C_

2 .
SinceN0;9 = 2,C1 andC2 are the only cubic curves havingD as dual.

If we assume that the equation ofD is in normal form,x3+y3+z3+t2xyz = 0,
we have from Section 3 that the curve given byx3 + y3 + z3 + txyz = 0 is the
only cubic in normal form havingD as dual. We may then assume thatC1 is in
normal form, and thatC2, given byF (x; y; z) = 0, is not. Obviously, the 6 curves
given byF and permutations of the variables must all haveD as dual. It follows
that these 6 curves must be equal, so we may assume thatF (x; y; z) is a symmetric
polynomial (withd 6= 0)

F (x; y; z) = a(x3 + y3 + z3) + d(x2y + � � �+ yz2) + jxyz:

By (3.1) the dual ofC2 is given by

(a2 + d2)(x3 + y3 + z3) + d(a+ d+ j)(x2y + � � �+ yz2) + j2xyz:
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Since this polynomial is assumed to be in normal form we must have thata+d = j.
Thena2 + d2 = j2, and the equation forC_

2 reduces tox3 + y3 + z3 + xyz = 0,
which implies thatC_

2 is singular. This is a contradiction sinceC2 was assumed
nonsingular. 2

Remark. Let �: P9 � � � ! �P
9

be the rational map associating to each nonsingu-
lar cubic its dual. Then we obviously have that�(Ml) = Hl_, but since biduality
does not hold we cannot expect�(Hp) to be a line condition. In fact, the degree of

�(Hp) � �P
9

must equalN1;8. (The duals of the curves counted byN1;8 is the inter-

section of�(Hp) and 8 point conditions in�P
9
.) Computing the degree of the image

of a variety by a rational map can be done with the help ofMacaulay. Doing this,
we find that�(Hp) � �P

9
is given by a polynomial of degree 13 (with 303 terms),

confirming our computation ofN1;8. (By the same argument,Macaulayshould
in principle be able to computeN2;7 = 29,N3;6 = 34 andN4;5 = 26 as well.
These numbers are the degrees of the images of lower-dimensional linear spaces.
The complexity of these computations seems to be more than our installation of
Macaulaycan handle within reasonable time.)

7. Characteristic numbers of nodal cubics

The computation of the characteristic numbers for nodal cubics is considerably
more difficult than in the nonsingular case. Here we will take advantage of Aluffi’s
results and methods in [1], [2] and [3]; in particular Theorem 5.5 and the results
about the full intersection classes. Many of our intermediate results are similar to
Aluffi’s and some of the proofs carry over.

Suppose thatR is anr-dimensional family of singular curves where the generic
curve is reduced and irreducible. Denote byRl the curves with a singularity on
a given linel, andRp those with singularity at a given pointp. The following
definition will be useful when we consider nodal and cuspidal curves.

DEFINITION 7.1. Suppose�+� = r�1. Define the following numbers associated
to the familyR

�l�;� = the total characteristic numbers forRl;

N l
�;� = the characteristic numbers forRl:

Suppose�+ � = r � 2. Then define

�p�;� = the total characteristic numbers forRp;

N
p
�;� = the characteristic numbers forRp:

Note that when the generic curve inR has exactly one singularity we clearly have
N

p
�;� = �

p
�;�.
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LettingR in the above definition be the nodal cubics, the numbers��;�, �l�;�
andNp

�;� are the total characteristic numbers for the three familiesN , G andP
where

N = nodal cubics;

G = cubics with singularity on a given linel;

P = cubics with singularity at a given pointp:

Also, letF be the nodal cubics properly tangent to a given linel. The characteristic
numbersN�;� follow from the total characteristic numbers by the following lemma.
(Compare with [3, Thm. I].)

LEMMA 7.2. We have the following relations between the characteristic numbers
and the total characteristic numbers for the familiesN , G andP

��;� = N�;� + �N l
�;��1 +

 
�

2

!
N

p
�;��2;

�l�;� = N l
�;� + �N

p
�;��1:

Proof. We will prove that[N \Ml] = [F ] + [G], in other words thatN and
Ml intersect transversally. Letx be a general point ofN \Ml. All we need to
show is that the tangent hyperplanesTxN andTxMl are different. It is sufficient to
show this for a general linel tangent toCx. But (4.1) tells us thatTxMl varies asl
varies, so in general we must have thatTxMl 6= TxN . The lemma now follows by
arguments similar to those following Lemma 1.3 in [3]. 2

Remark.ThatN andM intersect transversally is special for characteristic 2. In all
other characteristics we have[N \Ml] = [F ] + 2[G] as shown in [3, Lem. 1.3].
The rest of Aluffi’s proof is characteristic free. The only difference is that the
multiplicity 2 appears as a coefficient in the formulas.

Consider the following blow-up diagram whereB1 is the blowup ofP9 alongL
as before.

P2�E
j
- P2 �B1

P2 � L

g

?

i
- P2 � P9:

?

f

Let D � P2 � P9 be given by the vanishing of the three partial derivatives of
F = ax3 + by3 + � � � + jxyz. This means that(p; t) 2 D if and only if Ct is
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singular atp. Letk be the class of a hyperplane inP2.

LEMMA 7.3. The full intersection class(P2 � L) � D (regarded as a class in
P2 � L) is a quadratic polynomial ink, and the coefficients are given by

L �N = coefficient ofk2;

L �G = coefficient ofk;

L � P = the constant term:

Proof. This follows from the birational invariance of Segre classes [5, Sect. 4.2].
See [2, Prop. 2.1] and [3, Lem. 2.2] for details of the proofs of similar results.2

PROPOSITION 7.4.The full intersection classes ofN;G andP byL are

L �N = 8+ 12(h1 + h2);

L �G = 2+ 8h1 + 6h2 + 6(h1 + h2)
2;

L � P = h1 + 2h2
1 + 3h1h2 + (h1 + h2)

3:

Proof. By (7.3) this amounts to computing(P2�L)�D. LetW = (P2�L)\D.
(That the intersection is transversal can easily be checked by pulling the equations
for D back toP2�L.) This means thatW = f(p; l2m) : p 2 lg � P2�L, so that
[W ] = h1 + 2k 2 A(P2 � L). Lettingp be the inclusion ofW in P2� L we have

p�s(W;P2� L) = p�

"
1

c(NW=P2�L)

#
=

h1 + 2k
1+ h1 + 2k

:

SinceD � P2�P9 is given by 3 equations of bidegrees (2,1) we havec(ND=P2�P9) =

(1+ h+ 2k)3 which pulls back onP2 � L to (1+ h1 + h2 + 2k)3.

P2� L
i
- P2 � P9

W

p

6

- D:

6

As all the varieties in the above diagram are nonsingular, the full intersection classes
commute, and we get (as classes inP2 � L)

p�[(P2� L) �D]

= p�[D � (P2 � L)] = p�[c(ND=P2�P9)s(W;P2 � L)]

= p�s(W;P2� L)i�c(ND=P2�P9) =
(1+ h1 + h2 + 2k)3(h1 + 2k)

1+ h1 + 2k
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and the result follows by expanding the last expression. 2

SinceL � N = 8+ 12(h1 + h2), the multiplicity,m1, of N alongL is 8. Letm2

denote the multiplicity of~N1 alongS. By (5.4) we have that[ ~N ] = 12h�8e�m2d.
To determinem2 we will compute�0;8 in two different ways. Since the dual of a
nodal cubic is a conic, no nodal cubic can be tangent to more than 5 given lines in
general position. Also, at most two of the lines can pass through the node, so we
see that�0;8 = 0. On the other hand by (2.8) and (5.3) we have

�0;8 =

Z
B
(12h� 8e�m2d)(2h � e� d)8 = 60� 12m2;

so we must havem2 = 5.

THEOREM 7.5.The following table gives the complete list of characteristic num-
bers and total characteristic numbers for the familiesN ,G andP

�; � ��;� N�;� �l�;��1 N l
�;��1 N

p
�;��2

8;0 12 12
7;1 24 18 6 6
6;2 48 25 12 11 1
5;3 96 30 24 20 2
4;4 144 24 36 24 4
3;5 168 8 42 22 5
2;6 123 0 33 8 5
1;7 42 0 12 0 2
0;8 0 0 0 0 0

Proof. The total characteristic numbers forN are given by

��;� =

Z
B
[ ~N ][ ~H]�[ ~M ]� = h�(2h� e� d)�(12h� 8e� 5d);

which can be evaluated by (5.3).
The numbers�l�;� andNp

�;� with � 6 4 follow by applying (5.5) and (7.4) to
the first blow-up. For example

�l3;4 =

Z
B
[ ~G][ ~H ]3[ ~M ]4 =

Z
B1

[ ~G1][ ~H1]
3[ ~M1]

4

(since the intersection of 3 general point conditions in

B1 does not meetS)

=

Z
P9
[G][H]3[M ]4 �

Z
L
(L �G)(L �H)3(L �M)4s(NL=P9)
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= 96� (2+ 8h1 + 6h2 + � � �)(h1 + h2)
3

�(1+ 2h1 + 2h2)
4(1� 7h1 � 7h2 + � � �)

= 96� (h1 + h2)
3(2+ 10h1 + 8h2 + � � �) = 96� 54= 42:

All the zeros follow from the fact (3.2) that the dual of a nodal cubic is a non-
singular conic, so that a nodal cubic can be properly tangent to at most 5 lines in
general position. The remaining numbers can now be computed using the relations
in (7.2) 2

Remark. Some of the arguments above (in particular the ‘zero-arguments’) could
have been replaced by the computation of the full intersection classes

S � ~N1 = 5+ 12t;

S � ~G1 = 1+ 7t+ 6t2

S � ~P1 = t+ 2t2;

combined with another application of Theorem 5.5. See [2, Sect. 2.1] for a similar
computation in characteristic 0.

8. Other characteristic numbers

In Section 3 we mentioned the very special class of curves calledj-curves. These
curves are parametrized by an open subset of the hypersurfaceJ � P9 given by
j = 0. The computation of the characteristic numbers for this family is now an
easy consequence of our previous results.

LEMMA 8.1 [ ~J ] = h� e as a class in the intersection ring ofB.
Proof. We know that degJ = 1, and thatL � J with multiplicity one, so by

(5.4) we only need to prove thatS is not contained in~J1. From Section 4 we know
that S = P(L) where the fiber ofL over a triple linel3 can be identified with
\Tl3Ml=Tl3L. Now, by (4.2),\Tl3Ml is just the 5-dimensional space of cubics
containing the linel. Obviously,\Tl3Ml 6� J , and it follows thatS 6� ~J1. 2

THEOREM 8.2.The characteristic numbers for the family,J , of cubics with
j-invariant0 are

N8;0; N7;1; : : : ; N0;8 = 1;2;4;8;10;8;4;2;1

and all the numbers above count curves with multiplicity1.
Proof. We apply (2.8) withR = J to obtainN�;� = h�(2h � e � d)�(h � e)

which can be evaluated by (5.3). Since the last number,N0;8 = 1, clearly counts
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curves with multiplicity 1, it follows from (2.3) that all the other numbers will also
count curves with multiplicity 1. 2

Remark. The symmetry of the numbers in (8.2) reflects the fact that the dual
of aj-curve is also aj-curve, and that(C_)_ = C for aj-curveC. This is similar
to the case of smooth conics and cuspidal cubics in characteristic 0.

We now proceed to the characteristic numbers for families of cuspidal cubics.
LetK;Gk andPk be the subvarieties ofP9 defined by

K = cuspidal cubics;

Gk = cubics with cusp on a given linel

Pk = cubics with cusp at a given pointp:

LEMMA 8.3. We have the following relations in the intersection ring ofB

[ ~N ][ ~J ] = 4[ ~K];

[ ~P ][ ~J ] = [ ~Pk]:

Proof. We know from Section 3 thatK has degree 3 and is contained inJ . From
the equation forK we can easily check thatK is singular alongL of multiplicity
2. It follows that[ ~K] = 3h� 2e regarded as a class inA( ~J) (we omit the pullback
signs). Note that the proof of (8.1) also shows thatS \ ~J1 = ;, so thati�d = 0,
wherei is the inclusion~J � B. Now, we have (as classes inA(B))

[ ~N ][ ~J ] = i�i
�[ ~N ] = i�i

�(12h� 8e� 5d) = i�(12h� 8e) = 4[ ~K]:

That [ ~P ][ ~J ] = [ ~Pk] is clear sinceP andJ are both linear subspaces ofP9 inter-
secting transversally alongPk. 2

We now use the notation from Definition 7.1 withR = K, the cuspidal cubics.
This means thatN�;� , N l

�;� andNp
�;� are the characteristic numbers for the three

familiesK,Gk andPk, and��;�, �l�;� are corresponding total characteristic num-
bers. Also, letFk be the cuspidal cubics properly tangent to a given linel. From
(3.7) we know thatFk can also be described as the cuspidal cubics with a flex on
the given linel. The following lemma is the cuspidal version of Lemma 7.2.

LEMMA 8.4. We have the following relations between the characteristic numbers
and the total characteristic numbers for the familiesK,Gk andPk

��;� = N�;� + �N l
�;��1 +

 
�

2

!
N

p
�;��2;

�l�;� = N l
�;� + �N

p
�;��1:
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Proof. This is similar to the proof of (7.2). All we need to show is that
[K \ Ml] = [Fk] + [Gk]. Recall that deg(K) = 3 and deg(Ml) = 2. From
(3.8) we have thatGk andFk both have degree 3, and it follows thatK andMl

intersect transversally. 2

Before we prove our final result, we note that

L � J = �J(L) + j�[J ] = 1+ h1 + h2;

S � ~J1 = �
~J1
(S) + f�[ ~J1] = f�(h� e) = 3t� 3t = 0;

wheref is the embedding ofS in B1. The last relation,S � ~J1 = 0, basically tells
us that the second blow-up is superfluous when our family is contained inJ .

THEOREM 8.5.The following table gives the complete list of characteristic num-
bers and total characteristic numbers for the familiesK, Gk andPk, and all the
numbers count curves with multiplicity1.

�; � ��;� N�;� �l�;��1 N l
�;��1 N

p
�;��2

7;0 3 3
6;1 6 3 3 3
5;2 12 1 6 5 1
4;3 12 0 6 2 2
3;4 6 0 3 0 1
2;5 0 0 0 0 0
1;6 0 0 0 0 0
0;7 0 0 0 0 0

Proof. The total characteristic numbers for the familiesK andPk follow from
(5.5) and (8.3). Recall thatS � ~J1 = 0 so that we only need to apply (5.5) on the
first blow-up. For example

�3;4 =

Z
B
[ ~K][ ~H ]3[ ~M ]4 =

1
4

Z
B
[ ~N ][ ~J ][ ~H]3[ ~M ]4

=
1
4

�Z
P9
[N ][J ][H]3[M ]4

�
Z
L
(L �N)(L � J)(L �H)3(L �M)4s(NL=P9)

�

= 1
4(192� 168) = 6:

SinceGk has degree 3 we clearly have�l6;0 = 3 and�l5;1 = 6. Also, since a cuspidal
cubic is strange, it can not be properly tangent to 3 general lines. It follows that
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N�;� = 0 when� > 3. The remaining numbers in the above table now follow by
Lemma 8.4.

It remains to prove that the multiplicities are 1. By (2.3) this holds forN�;� and
N

p
�;�. If we can show thatN l

4;2 counts two different curves, the result will be true

for N l
�;� and then by (8.4) also for��;� and�l�;�.

N l
4;2 counts the curves passing through 4 given points, with the flex at another

given pointp (the intersection of the two lines) and with cusp on a given linel. The
curves counted byNp

4;1 have the same description with cusp and flex interchanged.
Supposep = (0;0;1) andl is given byz = 0. LetC be a curve counted byNp

4;1.
Let H be its matrix and letCt be the cuspidal cubic given by the transposeHt.
Since cof(Ht) = (cofH)t it follows from (3.7) thatCt has a flex atp and a cusp
on l. SoCt is counted byN l

4;2. SinceNp
4;1 counts different curves then alsoN l

4;2
must count different curves. 2
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